CUSTOM LIGHTED
MIRROR PROGRAM
Reflecting your design in the perfect light. Our collaborative team will provide quality crafted design
and cutting edge engineering solutions that perfectly reflect your vision.

TECHNOLOGY
Use Robern's sleek design and state-of-the-art technology to create
a unique solution for your customer. With our Custom Lighted Mirror
Program, you can choose the perfect size, shape, and high tech features
to enhance your layout and customer's experience. Dimmable task
lighting, hidden speakers, TV and USB connectivity, night lighting,
automatic defogging — our innovative features will transform the

BEYOND THE EXPECTED
Go beyond the basic mirror.
From touchscreen controls to
motion-sensing technology to
digital displays, our features add
unexpected convenience and
luxury to your custom design.

everyday routine for your customers.

DIMMABLE
LED

LUM ™ Lighting
With a single touch, convenient
on-mirror dimming controls create
the perfect level of ambiance.

AUDIO/
BLUETOOTH®

OM ™ Audio
Bluetooth® connectivity and
integrated speakers provide a
richer, fuller audio experience.

1500

5500
TUNABLE
WHITE

Tuning by Robern
Adjustable color temperature
reflects the right lighting for
any task or occasion.

DEFOGGER

Defogger by Robern
Fog-free mirrors ensure
a clear view, even in
high humidity.

TELEVISION

Television
Stay connected and
updated with an
integrated TV display
and cable hookup.

NIGHT LIGHT

Night Light
The soft, continuous glow
illuminates the way without
overwhelming the senses.

USB
CHARGING

USB Charging
Convenient USB ports
recharge personal devices,
leaving outlets free for
styling tools.
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CUSTOM LIGHTED MIRRORS
LARGE SIZES

70"

120"

Robern offers custom lighted mirrors
in sizes up to 70” x 120.” Call us and
share your design vision. We’ll work
with you to bring it (perfectly) to life.
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FLEXIBLE LIGHTING AND ETCHING
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CUSTOM LIGHTED MIRRORS
FRAMING AND SHAPES
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RETHINK THE POSSIBILITIES
Looking for a unique geometric shape or custom lighting pattern?
Let our design team turn your inspiration into a finished product.
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THE PROCESS
DRAFT
We begin with a conversation
and work off of your sketch and
measurements to create
shop drawings.

DESIGN
Our team will create detailed CAD
drawings that reflect your vision and
work closely with you to develop the
perfect finished product.

DELIVERY
Once CAD drawings are approved,
our custom craftsmen will bring
your design to life, creating each
engineered piece with impeccable
precision and beauty.

Need a more tangible solution? Let our team create and
install a mockup of your design to give you the truest sense
of your finished space. Contact us for more information.

DISCOVER WHAT ROBERN CAN DO FOR YOU
Visit us at robern.com.
1-866-632-5976
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